
Restoring the seafloor in the eastern Gulf
The Mussel Reef Restoration Trust’s submission on Waikato Regional Councils Coastal Plan.

Summary
Please enable a regulatory environment that supports shellfish restoration by:

1. Stopping bottom impact fishing, allowing for passive restoration throughout the Hauraki Gulf
Marine Park (HGMP).

2. Explicitly allowing the deposition of shellfish in the Coastal Marine Area (CMA) for active
restoration purposes.

3. Not duplicating biosecurity permitting processes.
4. Creating industry incentives to support restoration activities.

About this submission
Established in 2012, the Mussel Reef Restoration Trust is the not-for-profit behind the Revive Our
Gulf (ROG) project, working to restore the seabed mussel reefs of the HGMP.  Our vision is a “A
Hauraki Gulf enhanced with restored seabed mussel reefs, healthy ecosystems and a natural
biodiversity of marine life”. Our submission only relates to Waikato Regional Councils (WRC) Coastal
Marine Area (CMA) within the Hauraki Gulf / Tīkapa Moana / Te Moananui-ā-Toi.

The problem
Dense beds of shellfish once carpeted the HGMP but were fished to collapse by commercial
dredging. Bottom impact fishing activities continue in the Waikato Coastal Marine Area where they
indiscriminately destroy life on the seafloor.

Diagram from the State of Our Gulf 20201

Physical damage makes plants and animals that survive dredging events vulnerable to disease,
predation and sedimentation.

1 State of the Environment Report 2020. https://gulfjournal.org.nz/state-of-the-gulf/

www.reviveourgulf.org.nz
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Map of historic Kūtai beds.

Kūtai / Green-lipped mussels (Perna canaliculus) are now functionally extinct in the Hauraki Gulf
Marine Park (HGMP) along with declining numbers of other shellfish including Hururoa / horse
mussel (Atrina zelandica). These species form complex biogenic habitats that support more than 10
times more fish than barren seafloor.

1. Stop bottom impact fishing

Revive Our Gulf support the Hauraki Gulf Forum’s policy to remove all bottom trawling and scallop
dredging harvest techniques from the entire HGMP because they damage the seafloor. Waikato
Regional Council (WRC) can protect indigenous biodiversity from the effects of fishing as long as it
does not do so for fisheries act purposes (as shown in the Motiti decision). ROG want WRC to value
the filtering functions of diverse animals that live on the seafloor (including sponges, worms,
mussels, cockles, scallops, corals, anemones, bryozoans, brachiopods, sea pens and many others).
Further services provided by many species include nitrogen processing, habitat creation, sediment
stabilisation, carbon sequestration and storm surge protection.

Please place value on these services and protect them from the direct and indirect effects of
bottom impact fishing.

Attitudes to bottom impact fishing have changed dramatically over the last decade with most
recreational retailers no longer stocking dredges. Please note WRC’s commitment in the 2016 Sea
Change – Tai Timu Tai Pari Hauraki Gulf Marine Spatial Plan to prohibit the use of scallop dredges
within the entire HGMP. ROG believe it is inefficient to do shellfish restoration in areas where bottom
impact fishing can directly remove or indirectly damage the bed. Shellfish restoration is:



- ‘Enhancement’ under Section 8 of the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act2

- ‘Restoration of natural character’ in policy 14 of the NZCPS3

- ‘Maintaining or enhancing’ under policy 11.4b of the WRPS4

Iwi in the HGMP are having to implement rahui under section 186a of the Fisheries Act to stop
bottom impact fishing. Many iwi we have talked to are under resourced and struggle to engage with
seafloor restoration korero. Its unfair for central and local government to place stock management
on iwi. The management tool does not reflect the Māori world view / te ao Māori where animals are
more than just a food stock but part of an integrated system with measurable mauri / lifeforce.

4

https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/assets/WRC/Council/Policy-and-Plans/RPS-Regional-Policy-Statement/RPS
v2018.pdf

3

https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/conservation/marine-and-coastal/coastal-management/nz-
coastal-policy-statement-2010.pdf

2 https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2000/0001/latest/DLM52558.html

https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/assets/WRC/Council/Policy-and-Plans/RPS-Regional-Policy-Statement/RPSv2018.pdf
https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/assets/WRC/Council/Policy-and-Plans/RPS-Regional-Policy-Statement/RPSv2018.pdf
https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/conservation/marine-and-coastal/coastal-management/nz-coastal-policy-statement-2010.pdf
https://www.doc.govt.nz/globalassets/documents/conservation/marine-and-coastal/coastal-management/nz-coastal-policy-statement-2010.pdf
https://www.legislation.govt.nz/act/public/2000/0001/latest/DLM52558.html




2. Explicitly allow restoration

Please explicitly allow the deposition of shell and shellfish in the Coastal Marine Area (CMA) for
active restoration purposes.

We are happy to be consulted further on the nature of restoration techniques. (E.g equipment
deployed, monitoring etc) to help WRC develop rules to maximise positive impacts.



3. Don’t duplicate biosecurity permitting processes

Biosecurity NZ’s interpretation of Biosecurity Act 1993 has impeded the transportation of mussels
within the HGMP by slowing down projects and adding great cost. A new interpretation which takes
natural dispersal of Unwanted Organisms (UOs) into account has reduced costs. ROG must still obtain
a section 52 permit which assesses biosecurity risks in great detail. WRC does not need to duplicate
this process. Forest & Bird recently took Auckland Council to court to include marine pests in their
Auckland Regional Pest Management Plan. This had the effect of duplicating the biosecurity
permitting requirements for restoration, slowing down projects by months and adding additional
costs to tax payers with no environmental benefits.

Please do not duplicate the biosecurity permitting process.

If WRC does begin regulating biosecurity risks in the CMA it should do so with its own definition of
UO’s for each coast to take into account areas where marine pests have become naturally
established. If you would like to know more about this issue we are happy to supply The Mussel Reef
Restoration Tust’s submission on the strategic overhaul of the Biosecurity Act 1993.

ROG is supportive of the “Top of the North Marine Biosecurity Partnership” which WRC is party to.



4. Industry incentives to support restoration activities

Recent research by the University of Auckland5 has found a positive relationship between wild and
aquacultural populations of Kūtai. Several mussel farms have been very supportive of our mussel
reef restoration work, we rely on their goodwill to continue restoration. WRC could escalate
restoration efforts by requiring shellfish restoration support to remedy or mitigate the impacts of
new marine farms. We are supportive of WRC’s plan to increase shellfish aquaculture space inline
with Sea Change – Tai Timu Tai Pari recommendations.

A naturally restored mussel bed at the mouth of Whangārei Harbour (photo by Shaun Lee)

5 Norrie et al 2020. 18 June 2020. Spill-over from aquaculture may provide a larval subsidy for the
restoration of mussel reefs.



Conclusion

WRC’s Coastal Management Plan will be the first in New Zealand to really take into account the direct
and indirect effects of fishing. By showing leadership and listening to communities WRC will allow
much of the seafloor to naturally heal, but some areas / species will need active restoration. When
WRC creates the opportunity for active restoration, ROG  can then help iwi and hapū restore the
seafloor. It will be a huge effort and it may take many generations to restore the damage caused by
bottom impact fishing. Together with passively restored areas the filtering services will help WRC
deal with water quality issues including nutrient loads, sedimentation, algal blooms and dead zones
as well as sequester carbon and create healthy and more resilient coastal marine area.

- The Mussel Reef Restoration Trust / Revive Our Gulf project


